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A 3k/4 POS1 COUPLER FOR DRIF1 -TUBE Ll~ACS*

J. H. Blllen, J. A. Garcia, J. M. Potter, and 5. Spalek, A7-1, MS HB17
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA

Surrrnary

New permanent magnets for quadruple focusing
make possible smaller drift tubes in drift-tube linac~
(DTLs), resultlng In higher shunt impedance. Hokever,
~ dlnary post couplers cannot stabilize a DTL whose
drift-tube-to-wall spacing exceeds one-quarter wave-
length (k/4) by more than a few per cent for the
accelerating mode frequency. We have built and test-
ed post couplers that operate in the 3k/4 mode.
These 3k/4 post couplers, when substituted for A/4
couplers, had similar stabilization properties. In
addition, the coupling between post and drift tube,
and the post’s resonant frequency can be Independently
adjusted.

lntroductiog

Post couplers have been used to stabilize the
accelerating field In DTLs for many years. They were
developed at Los Alam~sl in the late 19bOs for the
200-FiHL DTL portion of LAf4Pc. Post couplers operate
successfully In two other machines similor to LAMPF:
at CERN2 and at Fermllab. a However, not al’1 DTLs can
be stabilized using conventional k/4 post couplers.
Post couplers did not stabillze the field In two low-
power DTLs we have studled. One was a lb-gap struc-
ture operating at 3b7 Hliz; the other was a 425-MHz,
40-gap structure. In addition, Bentley reported’
that post-coupler stabilization was unsuccessful In
the 200-MHz New England Nuclear (NLN) ltnac.

The main dlfferencp between DT:s stabilized by
post couplers and DTLs In which post-couplers are in-
effective is the electrical length between the drift
tube outer radius and the tank wall. (Electrical
length refers to distance measured In units of the
wavelength of the operating rf mode.) in stabilized
DTLs, the drift-tube-ta-wall $pacing S is usually less
than A/4, although in one of the CERN llnac tanks, S
was 2.7% greater than A/4. In the two low-power mod-
els, S was 10% greater than k/4, and in the NEN ma-
chine the spacing S rtinged from 25 to 3b% greater than
1/4

These observations suggest that capacitance be
tween the post coupler tip and the drift tube Is the
dominant coupling mechanism b~tween the post-coupler
modes and the htgher order Tt401x modes of the linac,
lhls ccupllng mechanism Is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
post coupler is ?ssentlally a quarter-wave resonator
capacitively loaded on the end, If the spacing S 1~
-A/4 or sllghtly Iess, a post ,~rotrud(ng into the
tank, but not In contact with !,edlift tube, Is
shorter than A/4. Neglecting lhe end capacity, this
post ~ould be resonant above the operating frequency
Howev~r, the capacitive loadlng both lowers the post
couplor frequency and provides the necessary cou~ltng
to thp drift-tube modes, Too large a spa:tng S means
a larger gap and hence less cGtiDling. Ungrln et al~
fou~d in Iawpower tests that stabilization was not
possible with large spacing S (24% over k/4), but
It was achteved In three other caset for which S was
1.13, 1,02, and 0,8; quarter wavelength>,
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Fig. 1, Lc!lematlc view of the coupllng mechanism
between post coupler ~ld drift tube, All individual
cells of the llnac (two of which are shown here) are
stronglv coupled In a linear chain. The post couples
to two adjacent cells In su~h a way that the post
coupler remains unexcited for equal field strength
the two cells.

~Sensitivity

A tilt-sensltlvlty measurement indicates the
effectiveness of post couplers in stablllzlng the

in

field, :n this procedure, a change In the accelera
tinq gap lenglh in an end cell of a multlcell cavity
causes a frequency shift Af from the cavtty resonant
frequency fo. One then adjusts the opposite end-cell
gap to cause an opposing frequency shift -A(, ‘ester
Inq the oDeratinc! freauencv to f-. The standard
be~dpull”techni~ue determines t~e resul’
electric-field profile. The tilt-senslt
ter for a cell of the llnac Is defined a

()XP -~uT_
TF—

Au Af ‘

Ing axial
vlty parame

(1)

where Xlj Is the maximum field amplitude in the cell
for the unperturbed case, and Xp Is the max~mum field
amplitude wh?n the end cells fire perturbed by fa( as
descrlbeo above, Figure 2 shows the tilt sensitivity
fnr a 40-gap, 550-MH7, low-power DTL model with and
without post couplers, This $trurture can have a
post coupler opposite every other drift tube
post couplers alternate side to side and the
t;ons are Indicated by the long tick marks,

3}/4 Post Couplers

Although t.hls lo!i-power model has S - 0
Is easily ttabtllzed by A/4 post couplers, t’
ed an opportunity to test a new post-coupler design
that uses the 3A/4 resonant mode. Figure 3 shows end
views of a DIL with a conventional k./flresonator and
two different 3A/Ii resonator deslgn$. Rotation of
the asynwnetrlc tab (at the end of the post) posltlons
the post opposite the Plectr!cal center of the drift
tube,
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2. Tilt sensitlvltv (T) measurement for. .
a) no post couplers and b) nineteen A/4 post
couplers tuned for zero average slope. The posts (at
positions Indicateu by long tick marks) couple to
every other drift tube and alternate from one side of
the DTL to the other. The sawtooth pattern results
from tuning the po~t couplers to achieve an overall
average v~lue of zero for T.
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Fig. 3. DTL end V1?WS showing (a) a k/4 post coupler,
(b) a 3A/4 post coupler using a A/2 coaxial line, and
(c) a 3x/4 post coupler using a capacitively loaded
coaxial line. The capacitcr In (c) is adjusted to make
the coaxial line approximately A/2 long electrically,
thus conserving space outside the llnac tank.

We Installed a 3A/4 post coupler of the Fig. 3b
design In Posltlon 32-33 (that 1s, opposite the drift
tube between Gaps 32 and 33), By fixing the length
of the coaxial line t.o be A/2 (27.2 cm), we could tune
the post coupler In the same manner as we tuned the
A/4 couplers, namely by adjusting the length of the
post, The behavior was Indistinguishable from tilat
of a A/4 post coupler, An alternative tuning method
would fix the nest length (and hence the post-to-
drift-tube gap) arid adjust the length of the coaxial
llnc.

lhe exact geometry of the coaxial llne is not
importantas long a$ the post coupler resonates at the
lorr~ct frequency. We, th~re(orr, experimented with

a loaded transmission llne (see rig. 3C) only 12.5 cm
long for the post coupler at Position 36-3/. The
capacitor (variable between 3 and 20 pF) was corm-cted
between the inner and outer conductors about halfway
along the coaxial line, The capacitor’s residual in
ductance was low enough (-3.5 nH) not to be self-
resonant near the DTL’s operating frequency, Figur’ 4
shows tilt-sensltlvlty curves for two settings of tip
capacitor on post coupler 36-37. In the upper curve,
the post-coupler frequency is above optimum; In the
lower curve, it Is below optimum,

Despite the rather open geometry of the DTL,
Fig. 4 shows that individual post couplers have pre
dominantly a local effect on the tilt sensitivity.
These curves are complicated somewhat by the use of
post couplers at every other (rather than every) drift
tube. However, one may study the effectiveness of a
single post coupler by observing the local slope Gf
the curve. For example, let us define the local slope
of the tilt sensltiv *Y as the slope of a straight
llr,e fitted to 1 ver.Js posltlon for the four gaps
nearest a particular post coupler. This slope IS
zero when the post couplers are properly tuned,
Figure 5 shows the local slope of T at Position 36-37
as a function of loadlng capacitance for several post
to-drift-tube gap sizes. For each gap size, the
“tuned” capacitance setting corresponds to zero slope.
Increasing the gap shorten: the post and raises the
coupler’s resonant frequency and, thus, requires more
l~adlng capacitance to bring the coupler back into
tune. The slope of these tuning curves Is an indlca
tier, of the coupltng strength. The post coupler must
be tuned mere accurately as the gap size Increases,
Indiuatlng weaker coupling, This is exactly the prob
lem observed with A/4 couplers for large drift-tube
to-wall spacings.
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Fig, 4, lilt-sensitivity measurements for (a) 11,6
pF and (b) 12.4 p} caparltance on the 3L/4 post
cou,~l(r Installed at FJosltion 3b-3”/. lhe post-to
drift-tube gap size was 1,3 cm,
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Local slope of the tilt-ser,sltlvity curve
ne~r the 3h/4 port coupler ver~us loading capacl-
tanc?. 7ero slnpe corresponds to the post coupler
properly tuned. For larger post-to
coupling Is less: hence, the tuning
steep near the stabilization polct,

Conclusion

We have sholm that stabilization of DTLs Is Pos-
sible using 3A/4 post couplers. They offer advan-
tages over A/4 couplers In that the coupling strength
and post resonant frequency may be adjusted Independ
ently, and one may take advantage of thr higher shunt

Impedance afforded by small drift tubes. The main ciis-
advantage Is a more complicated mechanical Struct’’re.
Power lofses associated with a given turlng error wI1l
be larger (or 3k/4 post couplers than for A,’4 couplers
because cf a somewhat Doorer O of 3x/4 oost couolers.
Before Implementing the 3A/4 des
DTL, we plan to perform further
model
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